
One of the key requirements of MVPs nation wide is to listen to feedback. 
This is done in a variety of ways; via listening events (be that on a one to one basis or group),
virtually or within the community. Organically via service users contacting us directly or our various
surveys and polls. 

During our work, we present our feedback within the provision available to service users, which is
usually why they come to the Lincolnshire MVP or because they feel that we are either
independent, will listen and help to make a change many are grateful to remain anonymous. 

The feedback we receive is a mixture of positive and negative and comes into us organically. 
 Gaining information from service users has given us an insight into perhaps areas that could be
improved upon and areas to celebrate, aiding in service users feeding
back/complaining/celebrating to the United Lincolnshire hospital trust.

Women, birthing people and their families only wish is to be heard to improve experiences and
outcomes for others using the services.

As a group we hope that this, will be a useful tool highlighting service users views for the United
Lincolnshire hospital trust. 

Ockendon 1 is clear that a robust feedback mechanism must to be in place, which includes all
varieties of experiences.

As a group we are not insensitive to the fact that hearing feedback can be  uncomfortable when
staff are trying their very best to help women and their families have the best experience they
possibly can. However there are some families who struggle after their experiences and benefit to
feel heard and that and that their journey matters, which is what has driven this piece of work
along with Ockendon requirements. 

The Lincolnshire MVP is proud to be a part of a system that cares for its service users and is
privileged to be in the position of a critical friend to help drive improvements along side our
professional colleagues. We truly do appreciate our partnership working. 

Ultimately what we absolutely understand  is that the primary goal of our colleagues is the safest
and kindest care possible. 

Our hope is that this report is read from a service user perspective, putting yourself in the shoes of
a family using the services. 

Great thanks goes to the various teams across ULHT doing amazing work and supporting the
Lincolnshire Maternity Voices Partnership.

Lincolnshire Maternity Voices
Partnership Feedback findngs

June 2023
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Positive information boards worthy of noting  

Pictured are some of the good examples, shared feedback
avenues. along with feedback. 

Including further feedback avenues and suggested languages along
side reducing volume of information will excel them further.
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Not all service user receive the Friends and family
test. The questions may not be applicable they

may also be restrictive if a service user needs to
feedback a poor experience.

Many service users report not being able to get
through to PALS, often they get no reply to their

email or telephone call.  They have reported leaving
messages getting no response. Others have reported
Matrons being asked to call them to resolve issues,
then sadly hearing no more. Other reports their

offices may be closed. Some are told PALS can't help
and some feel deflected away from making formal
complaints or raising concerns,  Many service users

have reported giving up as it is just too hard..

Concerns surround the use of these 

teams as service users may not feel confidence to

share with a "FAB" experience champion if their

 experience has not been "FAB" they are also

largely unlikely to share while still being cared for.

This role may also be confusing to neoinatal

families who as there is a FAB worker within

neonatal care.

 

Friends & Family Test
Gaps/potential issues and findings.Gaps/potential issues and findings.

PALS

Service users have fed back that they

do not know how or where to feedback,

They may wish to only feedback and

not complain, may not wish to be

identifiable wishing to remain

anonymous be that because they worry

about raising concerns, or would like to

remain private..

How do we feedback?"Everything on social media is positive, I worry that they
don't want to know negatives"

"Everything on the walls around the wards is positive, I
couldn't see who or how to contact anyone"

"They won't want to hear about my experience as it
wasn't great"

FAB experience Champions

Reporting while still under care.
Service users have reported  a fear of

sharing concerns to staff while they

and their baby are still being cared

for. Some fearing care could be

impacted.

Appearance around feedback
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What about me?

Investigations
It appears that service users confusion may be in place when they are a part of a HSIB, SI, Divisional

learnings and external investigations, An assumption that the investigation formed part of a complaints
process 

where the two processes are independent of each other.

Service users report requesting their notes so that they can
decide if they wish to feedback or make a complaint. Some

reporting requests can go un responded to for many
months/years, and getting their data is a struggle causing great

stress. Others reporting receiving incomplete data requested.
Some have approached their MPs, solicitor and/or the

Parliamentary ombudsman for support . 

Subject access requests

Trauma
Service users have reported that

having experienced a traumatic event
not feeling able in the immediate

aftermath to question accurately, as
they may still be processing the event, .

Often only realising what happened
months down the line at which point

then being unaware of how to share or
to whom, some fearing it's to late. 

Feeling Excluded
"How can I feedback when I can't read or

write, speak English or have the confidence to
say I don't understand? "

But I tried

Some reported when having spoken 
to someone, concerns
 remain unaddressed,

"I have sight
considerations,

what about
me?"
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REASONING RECOMENDATIONS

Information and messaging on wards
does not explain the importance of
sharing experiences and how it can
help to shape services making them
safer and kinder. How to feedback is

also not displayed in any other
language nor are easy read option

available.
During the 2022 Ockendon insight

visit and during the 15 steps in 2023
the MVP noted that although posters
were available, visually they may go

unnoticed, they did not include clear,
simple explanations as to what the
options available are. However the

information was very useful.
For instance, the poster listed PALS,
however if you have never visited a

hospital before what does PALS
actually mean? 

 
 

Clear messaging, bold, easy read posters, with
explanations and full options for how to feed back or

complain. Clear simple language, other languages
options, verbally sign post to feedback mechanisms.

Make it clear at a glance that posters are about feedback
or making complaints to enable service user to find the

information quickly and without effort.

 
 

There is nothing in place to capture
feedback later down the line once
families feel able to share, nothing

exists to encourage them to do so that
the MVP is aware of.

If MVP posters are visible feedback
can be captured at a later date to

help the trust collect their feedback
 

Include messaging to explain how to feedback
later/signpost the MVP and their Surveys

Regarding those who are a part of
investigations, how are options being

given?

Clear guidance explaining the complaints process, how to
feed back, share with the Trust, MVP or PALS. With

options given.

From feedback, service users report
finding processes within PALS a

challenge

.
 

Please review the processes that PALS under take to
capture trends and themes, time scales for responses,

what is or is not included within their data, and how they
are responding to contacts.
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REASONING RECOMENDATIONS

Overall the messaging on both social
media pages is directed toward the

positives . The MVP understands the
need to support a positive birth and

care message. However consideration
needs to be given to the minority of

families whose experience has been a
challenge

When feedback is collated and gathered mechanisms
may not be in place for alternative experiences.

Opportunities to support, learn and sign post could be
improved. 

How accessible are the feedback and
complaints procedures that are
currently in place to non English

speakers, those with learning
difficulties, suffering from digital

poverty or sight difficulties?

Options in other languages, easy read options, and
verbally

With consideration to the the ULHT
FAB Experience Champions role. The

title may suggest only positive
feedback is required.

It may be useful to review the FAB experience champion
title of this role

Service users report feeling
uncomfortable to raise issues while

they or their baby are still being cared
for.

Signpost to the MVP. Improve trust feedback posters to
ensure clarity, noticeable and what avenues are

available. Take time to express how much those using
the services matter and that ULHT want to hear, if they

wish to speak anonymously signpost to the MVP
 

Information on the Birth afterthoughts
service is minimal, we recognised this

as a wonderful service and feel it
should be showcased and advertised

further

Clear messaging on the Birth afterthoughts service, how
to access and what can be covered within a session. The

same can be said for the Birth Choices clinic.

Messaging Disparity
Add messaging to boards, at appointments or discharge

that positive and negative feedback is welcomed,
examples ideas can be found on page 19
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Findings & evidence/ Social media  

Between June 2022 and
June 2022 there were

around 20 positive
feedback posts on the

Lincoln ULHT Facebook
page

Could not identify
anywhere where any
feedback other than

positive was
welcomed/encouraged 

All photos of healthy
babies, smiling parents

etc
Typical post (see below)

Social media
A review of the ULHT Facebook maternity pages was taken
from June 2022 to June 2023.   Findings suggest that only positive feedback
appears to be requested. An MVP post  asking for all varieties of feedback
was the only example found.
 59 in total requested positive feedback only, directly from ULHT 
( see following pages with screen shots of example posts)
The MVP would like to reiterate that we are fully satisfied that many have a
wonderful experience, we do not wish families to be fearful however if
signposting can be included of where families can go, if they wish to share a
challenging experience.  
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Findings social media- 
Between June 2022 and June 2022 there were 39 positive feedback posts/
‘thank you’ messages on the Boston Facebook page
Could not identify anywhere where any feedback other than positive was
welcomed apart from 1 MVP created post, that was shared on 18th August 2022
and posts sharing the Better Births "What matters to you" events.
Photos of healthy babies, smiling parents etc
Typical post (see below)
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Findings & evidence social media cont- 

‘We would really like to hear your feedback. We love reading about all of the
positive experiences when we’ve got it right for families, it’s a great morale

boost for staff who work so hard, but we also need to hear when we’ve not quite
got it right, so we can continue to improve services. If you have 5 mins to spare

we need to hear both’.
Only one post over June 2022-June 2023 that mentions anything alternative 

 
 

This was the only post found on both pages since June 2023
mentioning any kind of alternative experience and it was

created by the MVP.
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Positivity examples 
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Examples of Messaging across ULHT units 
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Board example
"Positive

press" in Bold
lettering

No Call to action for
Alternative/
negatives or
constructive

feedback, examples on
the display also needs

to be updated and kept
current.

Thank you cards. The MVP
appreciates, the need to
celebrate and encourage

these. 
This is added to highlight

that collectively the positive
message is every where a

service user may look or be.
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A large window of positive
comments only.

No information on how
to feedback alternatives
or gain support included
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ULHT Feedback Poster
Typical examples of where you may find the

ULHT how to feedback poster
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ULHT branded poster, found all around both units.
 

Recommendations
Consider changing
colouring as pastel
colouring may be 
unnoticeable on busy
boards/walls

Explanation as to who is
listed to contact. What is
PALS, the MVP F&F test?

No other language options 

Placed high up in some
areas making it difficult to
read. Place lower

It is not immediately
obvious what the poster is
without having the time to
stand and read it. 

May not be accessible for
those with reading
difficulties. Reduce amount

ULHT Feedback Poster-

Caring for you board
displays, compliments,

PALs figures and
complaints. 

How is information
captured from PALs to

ensure accuracy?
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Ensuring inclusivity of feedback, should help promote
a sense of being heard, regardless of the journey
Reducing the risk of lost Learning  
Accuracy could be improved when reporting on
experience 
A positive experience can develop out of sharing the
negatives
Support requirements/provision can be identified  
Families will feel supported equally
Sharing services available  

 
 

  

  

Thoughts to consider

A need to triangulate feedback and enable system
collaboration when reporting into the LMNS. Ensuring the
LMNS has oversight and understanding for all Maternity and
Neonatal experiences, inclusive of trust 
 findings/complaints/PALS/Healthwatch,  this should include
surveys and patient experience reports.  This includes all
stakeholders from across the Maternity and Neonatal system. 

System sharing 
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"I don't think they'd
want

 to hear my experience 
as it wasn't good"

MVP Feedback

"I'm not sure my 
experience
 matters?"

"I must have failed 
everyone else has 

had an amazing
 birth, I feel

so sad"

In summary, if consideration
can be given to a more

structured and equitable
approach, outcomes and

services  maybe improved
further in the future.
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It would be even
 better if
We have 

refreshed 
all of our staff,
to help them

understand the
importance of 

Listening

Suggested language for communication

You said

Examples

No one 
listened 

I felt 
ignored

If you 
still 
feel

 unheard,
 contact

***

If you feel you need
help/support/would like to

feedback

"We love hearing your
positive birth stories

and experiences,
please share them with

us!"
(Even better if you

included...)

If you would like
to speak to

someone about
your birth,
contact ***

You matter, as
does your

experience, we
are always

looking at ways
to improve,

please contact
*** to share

If your
expereince

wasnt good, tell
us how we can

improve, contact
***

We are always looking
for ways to improve

your experiences, and
value both positive or

negative feedback,
help us to learn and
share your journey,

contact ***

 if you feel you
need to share

your experience
directly with us,

contact ***

If you would
prefer to share

your experience
anonymously,

contact our
Maternity Voices
partnership ***

Have worries 
about your care?

contact ***

How was your
 care?
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Putting together a document like this is always a
challenge for the MVP. 

We would like to stress that,
we do see and value all amazing work you do. 
We value the wonderful staff as much as our

wonderful service users. 
We are also aware we have a responsibility to
highlight  gaps, especially if we consider the

importance of the Ockendon review. It is for this
reason we are your critical friend, with the same

goal as you. Happy and Healthy Lincolnshire
families and hope that together we can help each
other and ensure all are heard and feel valued, be

that Patients or Staff. 
Thank you for your support!

A final word
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